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On Remembering

H

ISTORY APPORTIONS GREATNESS aCCOrd-

ing to rules that are hard to fathom and
indeed seem arbitrary. Its verdict takes no account
of public happiness or unhappiness, years of war
or years of peace. Fame and success may give
rise to greatness, but so may disgrace and failure.
History evaluates without scruple, and moral
categories have no standing in its eyes. One factor
at work in the attribution of historical greatness—
an amazed or horrified sense of fascination, even
in the aftermath—may originate precisely in the
reprehensible character of the figure in question.
Any consideration of the personality and career
of Adolf Hitler will for a long time to come be
impossible without a feeling of moral outrage.
Nevertheless he possesses historical greatness.
This greatness does not derive merely from the
effects which he produced, not merely from the
disasters he brought about and the incredible
acceleration which he imparted to the course of
events, so that the present state of affairs in the
world is unthinkable without him. The fact is
that the things which happened in his time are
inconceivable without him, in every respect and in
every detail. Any definition of National Socialism
(or the system of government based upon it)
that omits the name of Hitler misses the heart of
the matter. To an extent previously unknown in
history, from his wretched beginnings in low
dives and back rooms, he drew everything out
of himself and combined everything in himself:
he was his own teacher, the organiser of a party
and the creator of its ideology, a tactician and a
demagogic "saviour of the people", a leader, a
statesman, and for a decade the dynamic centre
of the world. He contradicted the maxim that all
revolutions devour their children; for, as H. R.
1
Introduction to Le testament politique de Hitler,
edited by Francois Genoud (Paris, 1959), p. 12ff.;
The Testament of Adolf Hitler (London, 1961).

Trevor-Roper has said, he was
the Rousseau, the Mirabeau, the Robespierre, the
Napoleon of his revolution; its Marx, its Lenin, its
Trotsky, its Stalin. In character and mentality he
may have been far inferior to most of these men,
but at least he did what none of them did: he controlled his revolution through all its stages even in
defeat. This alone argues a remarkable understanding of the forces with which he conjured. He
may have been a hideous historical phenomenon,
but at least he was an important historical phenomenon. . . . 1
The Weimar Republic might have been a failure
even without the intervention of Hitler. Even
without him the 1930s would probably have
revealed conflicts of interest and ideology among
the European nations; and it is also conceivable
that these unresolved conflicts might have plunged
Europe and the world into war during the 1940s.
But the particular conditions under which the
events took place, their excesses, their barbarity
and pathological consistency, are indissolubly
linked with the personality of Adolf Hitler.
NEVERTHELESS, THIS PERSONALITY remains cur-

iously flat, inexpressive, abstract. In a certain
sense Bismarck or Napoleon, and even Cromwell
or Caesar, present a more personal image and are
more familiar to the observer than he. The question of whether he really existed or whether he
was perhaps merely the "condition of Germany",
der deutsche Zustandas a contemporary definition
described him, is more than the witticism it was
intended to be. The reports and recollections that
have come down to us from his immediate
environment do not render him any more
tangible. He moves with the impersonality of a
mask through the scenery which he nevertheless
dominates. Nor can his former entourage relate
a single word, a single gesture that shows him
relaxed, natural and free from the rigid, convulsive straining after the image of the great
leader.
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"There was something indescribably remote
about him throughout his whole life," commented Ribbentrop later; and we seek in vain
through his biography for a single disinterested
relationship. He was without friends; he rarely
smiled; we find no trace of any act of kindness
or magnanimity, and revealingly there are no
anecdotes about him. In order to live up to
the monumental proportions of the image he
had formed for himself of his role and importance, he forced himself, at the cost of a
psychological self-mutilation, into the pose of a
statue, obsessed by the fear of showing himself
without the strained concentration of a statesman.
A report from his intimate circle reveals that he
always strenuously avoided being surprised playing with one of his dogs. The moment he knew he
was being watched, he drove the animal away.*

Faith & Frenzy

T

HE PICTURE WE HAVE OF HIM shows him

constantly in the presence of people. Solitude
agonised him, he was almost never alone; and
yet the area of isolation around him grew unceasingly. It has been calculated that in the
course of his life he appeared before about
thirty-five million people; and yet this life is
almost mysteriously devoid of human contacts.
This individual emptiness and poverty of
expression is the problem with which Hitler's
biographers have to contend.3 Just as there is
nothing to be said about him to his personal
credit, so there is almost nothing to be said to
his personal discredit. He teaches us something
which, until his appearance, was unknown to
history on this level: that utter individual nullity
or mediocrity may be combined in one man with
exceptional political virtuosity. Looked at from
this point of view, the great and enduring endeavour of his life seems to have been, by
bringing about unexampled events, even ultimate
disaster, to deceive the world as to his own lack
of personality and to acquire profile.
It may be connected with the curiously
fictitious, unreal nature of his being that many
2
Albert Zoller, Hitler privat (Dusseldorf, 1949),
p. 3127.
The most recent are: Robert Payne, The Life and
Death of Adolf Hitler (Praeger, New York; Cape,
London); Colin Cross, Adolf Hitler (Putnam, New
York; Hodder & Stoughton, London); Werner Maser,
Adolf Hitler (Munich, 1971; Allen Lane, London,
1973). See the critique by Professor K. D. Bracher in
ENCOUNTER,
(September 1972), pp. 75-77.
4
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (37th edition), p. 173.

politicians of the Right and many historians of
the Left were misled into seeing in him the
instrument of alien purposes. But important as
the Bavarian upper-crust and the Reichswehr,
a section of industry and the big land-owners
became to him and his rise to power—he never
allowed himself to be used by them or any other
forces. He alone decided on the nature and duration of the tactical alliances he formed. He proved
superior to all his partners and rivals in the struggle for power, because in his thought and actions
he was free from all preconceptions. He was no
one's tool, but himself coolly subordinated everyting—people, ideas, forces, opponents, principles
—to the goal that was the obsession of his life:
the primitive accumulation of personal power.
Birr, DESPITE ALL HIS UNERRING political adroitness, Hitler would never have achieved such an
apparently magical power over people's minds
had he not, in an exemplary manner, represented
the mood of his neurotically exasperated age.
The crisis complexes—the feelings of malaise and
the Wunschvorstellungen or the wish-fantasies of
the masses—were perfectly combined in him.
Before his speaker's platform the masses encountered, celebrated, and idolised themselves. The
feminine streak that characterised him and lent a
curiously obscene effluvium to the whole movement was betrayed not least in an excessively
sensitive receptivity, which allowed him to
register and articulate the most secret emotions
of his audience of the moment. He proved the
truth of Jacob Burckhardt's statement that at
times history likes to embody itself in one man,
to whom the world henceforth belongs. The man
and his age combine in a great, mysterious
equation.
HE PRECONDITIONS that made his rise to
power possible had their own specific basis
that goes beyond the purely biographical facts. As a
boy, Hitler stated, "I often thought angrily that
I had embarked too late upon my earthly pilgrimage" and "I regarded the period of 'peace
and quiet (Ruhe und ordnung)' that lay ahead as
an undeserved meanness on the part of Fate."*
Moreover he made his appearance against a background of the collapse of the Habsburg Empire,
the First World War and the crisis-riven post-War
period.
Beyond this, the movement that he developed
drew into itself complex motivations and states
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of mind whose causes were to be found in a
Europe-wide process of disintegration, the
origins of which lay far in the past. In the
failure of a whole order, he, who had so often
failed himself, had his hour. In an inimitable
manner he was able to exploit the millionfold
feelings of Lebensangst to conjure up a picture
of the enemy for all the aimlessly proliferating
hate and to offer himself as the object and idol
of pseudo-religious longings. The submissiveness
of uprooted masses ready for anything was
directed towards him, as he demanded from them
in ingeniously whipped-up frenzies those professions of faith in violence that revealed the pretotalitarian character of the period.

The Actor & the Dreamer
lay in his ability to
ignore reality whenever it contradicted his
fantasies. When with boastful cynicism he called
himself, after a successful stroke of foreign
policy, "Europe's greatest actor (den grossten
Schauspieler Europas)", this contained more than
a reference to his power of dissimulation. He
needed the self-bewitchment, the brilliant moves
as head of state, the spectacular effects.
By nature, he was a theatrical character, only
himself in the world of illusion where, before a
breathless audience, making sweeping gestures in
the guttering light, he declaimed the great scenes
that found in him a great interpreter. Perhaps the
heroes of Richard Wagner's operas had made a
deeper impression on him than is generally supposed; and he was always seeking the role of the
all-conquering hero that enabled him to appear
to fanfares of trumpets and lightning flashes from
the wings. The melodramatic analogies which,
again and again, led him to a remarkable confusion of appearance and reality so captured his
imagination that he made his exit in the fiery glow
of blazing petrol.
Even as the Linz secondary schoolboy who
failed to make the grade, Hitler already possessed the ability to escape from every difficulty,
every test, into a dream world that he had
constructed for himself beside and above the
real world. Within this dream world the boy
who (in the words of the friend of his youth,
August Kubizek) had quarrelled at an early
age with the whole world, brooded over his
hatred and his wounded self-confidence. Here he
celebrated his lonely triumphs over unarmed foes,
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and from here he hurled his immoderate condemnations at a malevolent world. His family's
comfortable economic circumstances enabled
him to adopt the life-style of a Taugenicht—a
good-for-nothing. He sat idly around, devoting
himself in a dilettante manner to ever-changing
interests, and cultivating the special consciousness of the genius. He rejected any training for
what he contemptuously called a Brotberuf, a
"bread-and-butter trade". Far into the night the
18-year-old pondered feverishly over vast projects
with which he furnished his self-created world of
fantasy: the rebuilding of the Vienna Hofburg;
the re-planning of the town of Linz; visits to
concert halls and theatres designed by himself
(where, convulsed with happiness, he attended
performances of operas and plays written by
himself, which, although he had no knowledge of
composition and had difficulty over spelling, he
had already begun to dream and plan). For a few
euphoric weeks the acquisition of a lottery
ticket transported him to that unreal world that
was the true ground of his existence, a world of
splendoured liberty which he constructed for
himself with a mansion, gorgeous furnishings, and
a cultured lady of the house—until the day of
the draw shattered the dream which he had
regarded as a certainty and in an uncontrolled
outburst of rage Hitler condemned lock, stock
and barrel not merely his own bad luck but, with
characteristic exaggeration, human credulity, the
state lottery, and finally the fraudulent state
itself.
Whenever reality harshly and abruptly opposed
him and shattered the illusory worlds in which
he lived in ecstatic self-contemplation, he
invariably reacted with an outburst of universal
anathema, of total execration—except that later
he had at his disposal a power apparatus that
executed his verdicts with mechanical impassivity
and punished reality for resisting his fantasies.
FROM THE OUTSET Hitler's behaviour and appear-

ance were marked by a touch of insanity, an
element of extravagant exaltation, the cause of
which lay in this disturbed relationship to reality.
Not without reason, this relationship became
visibly more arrogant and provocative after too
many of his obviously absurd decisions had led
people to warn him of the dangers and to
counsel sense and moderation—only to be proved
utterly wrong. He undoubtedly owed much of
his success to his tendency to demand the
impossible, disregarding the calculable factors,
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the relative strength of the forces involved, and
rejected candidate for the Academy of Fine Arts,
the probabilities as to the outcome, which for a
as well as the nation which in Autumn 1918 had
while dumbfounded those of his opponents who
allowed itself to be led on by expansionist dreams
depended upon rational evaluation.
far into Poland and into Lorraine, had suffered
the experience of the sudden dissipation of a
However, he pursued his emotionally-detersense of superiority. Both had seen themselves
mined chimeras, fixated by early aggressions, with
humiliated, deceived, socially downgraded; and,
the highest degree of cold concentration and
embittered, had set out in search of objects for
sobriety as to method. The wildly exaggerated
their blame and hate. In both cases, suffering at
nature of his goals did not diminish the acuity of
the hands of a reality that was so disappointing
his tactical calculation; and it is precisely this
by comparison with the picture offered by their
contradictory mixture of eccentric fantasy and
day-dreams produced a growing inability to cope
logicality, of confused thinking, hysterical daydreams and "icy coldness (JEiseskalte)", to use one with the demands of an independent existence.
of Hitler's favourite expressions, that characterises
This correspondence between his own psychohis peculiar relationship to reality.
logical situation and that of society as a whole
provided the take-off point for Hitler's rise to
power. He shared with his age the same morbidly
EVERTHELESS HIS DENIAL of reality was
overwrought, unventilated, neurotic basic makenot only Hitler's strength, but also his
up, and his age was electrified to recognise itself
weakness and one of the causes of his failure.
in him. In its mingling of frenzy, back-street
It was the cause of his rise from nothing, the
satanism, and curiously glutinous vulgarity his
series of political triumphs and no doubt also
charisma was irresistible. From the alcoholic
some of his military successes. But as the tide
haze of Bavarian beer-cellars he talked his way
began to turn, his contempt for reality aggravated
through well-organised mass deliriums to the
every setback and the effects of every defeat.
position of a saviour of the people, and in
What had once looked like audacity and tactical
meetings which (in the words of the poet Rene
brilliance now proved to be the desperate reckSchickele) were like public lust murders, he carlessness of a gambler. He never faced the reality
ried the masses with him into a state of "forwardof disaster, the death and destruction. His refusal
striving hysteria." Using every demagogic means
to visit the cities that had been destroyed, his
to play on the emotions, he raised himself to
habit towards the end of the War of driving
pseudo-religious heights where he appeared to be
through the country at night with curtains drawn,
taking all oppression upon himself. Finally, he
the operations with ghost armies, the absurd
came to be regarded by a growing following as
certainty of victory imposed by command upon
the redeemer, chosen to rescue Germany from
his immediate entourage, and his final withdrawal
her distress.
to the Tiefbunker beneath the Reich Chancellery,
where, in a shelter protected by twenty-five feet
of reinforced concrete, he once more created a
Legend & Reality
world of fantasy quite apart from all reality—
what was all this but an attempt to escape from
ITLER POSSESSED one of the prerequisites
the unforgotten shock he had experienced once
of a charismatic figure: an alien origin
before, to delay the day on which the lot was
wrapped in obscurity. This made possible the
drawn? He had once again gambled for the big
legend—not entirely obliterated even now—of a
prize, world power or collapse (Weltmacht oder brilliant precocity in poor circumstances, blows
Untergang), and certain of success he had begun of fate, an orphaned childhood, and the hard
to distribute continents, to carry out "spring
bread of exile.
cleanings of the German blood", to found
Hitler's origins are still obscure, for even the
empires—and he had lost.
most recent research has failed to remove all
doubt. The only certainty is that Adolf Hitler
himself did not possess and could not produce
ITLER'S TENDENCY to deny reality did
the documentary evidence of Aryan ancestry
not merely correspond exactly to the
which he made a matter of life-and-death for
psychological situation of the German people as
millions of others. The riddle of his grandfather's
a whole at the end of the First World War, but
identity has led to somewhat wild statements,
also sprang from similar causes. Both the failed
though they were made by members of his most
schoolboy who thought himself a genius, the
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intimate entourage, that Hitler was partially
Jewish and that his anti-Semitism is to be
explained as the morbid hatred of his own
image.6 True though it is that Hitler persecuted
above all those in whom at least a shadow of his
own features was to be seen, and that he clearly
saw and hated a resemblance to himself in the
picture he painted of the "universal enemy",
there is not enough evidence to trace this back to
his own ancestry. All that can be established for
certain regarding his somewhat obscure family
background is that his father Alois was the illegitimate son of the maid Maria Anna Schicklgruber.
Not until he was forty, and about ten years
before a son was born in his third marriage who
received the name of Adolf, did the carelessness
of a village priest make it possible for him to
exchange the name Schicklgruber for that of his
"foster father".
From an early stage this son's life seems
curiously unbalanced and unstable. At times
marked by hypertension and restless effort, it
relapses at other times into leaden or merely
apathetic inactivity. All subsequent observers
have noted prolonged phases of time-wasting, a
striking tendency to a lax and disorganised mode
of life. This tendency already curtailed the
achievements of the schoolboy and his school
reports show that Hitler's apparently credible
claims to an exceptional understanding of historical processes are nothing but part of his own
self-created legend. Twice in the course of his
five years of schooling he failed to make the
grade and had to sit examinations over again,
before he ceased to attend school altogether out
of laziness and an unwillingness to persevere with
something he did not like. As he revealingly confesses in Mein Kampf, an illness came to his aid.
This was evidently the first occasion on which,
in a matter of importance, he successfully
imposed his will with the aid of an hysterical
reaction. There are plenty of descriptions from
later periods of his tearful entreaties, emotional
scenes, and hoarse supplications—episodes that
accompany the well-attested course of his life,
from the forming of the Party to the insane
world of the Fiihrer's underground shelter, and
prove that he constantly sought to utilise the
power of the apparently inferior, demonstrations
of weakness and dependency, as an instrument of
psychological domination. After the early death
' Hans Frank, Im Angesicht des Galgens (Neuhaus,
1955), p. 320ff.
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of his father in 1903, there was really no further
obstacle to the imposition of his will, certainly
not from his indulgent mother who, for the next
few years, used up the family fortune in ensuring
for her son the life of a teen-age idler without
work or organised training, but filled with amusements and with grandiose and incompetent
projects.
The total freedom from inhibitions with which
Hitler's temperament was able to develop during
those years soon led to the emergence of those
traits which marked the profile of the future
"Fiihrer": above all, the concentrated stubbornness in the pursuit of personal aims; a brutal will
to dominate; a self-centred, dogmatic arrogance
and lack of contact with others, coupled with a
lachrymose self-pity. Not without some concern,
the friend of his youth August Kubizek (who
nevertheless seeks in his memoirs to glorify his
protagonist) notes certain compulsive elements
that began to develop before his eyes with no
educational influence to counter them: the
18-year-old's sudden attacks of unrestrained rage
or desperation, the multiplicity and intensity of
his aggressions, as well as his limitless capacity
for hate.
These still diffuse hostilities and tensions took
on their special colouring and concrete shape
during Hitler's first stay in Vienna. They grew far
stronger after his mother's death in December
1907, when he moved to the capital and a life of
total freedom from constraint. To be sure, he was
not driven to Vienna, as the legend would have us
believe, "by want and by harsh reality"; rather,
he was able for a long time to rely upon a considerable inheritance, which he succeeded in
increasing to a very fair monthly income by a
fraudulently obtained pension. But after twice
failing to gain admission to the Academy of Fine
Arts, and dazzled by the splendour and wealth of
the capital, his still aimless hate began to concentrate itself upon the bourgeois order by which he
felt rejected.
THE SENSE OF HIS OWN POWERLESSNESS experienced

by the outcast from society, who was going
steadily downhill, demanded explanations that
would satisfy his wounded self-esteem. For a
time, as we know, he had recourse to the feelings
of superiority of the unrecognised genius. But
then the need for self-respect drove the aimless
wanderer to establish the first, still hesitant links
between his plight and the vague political ideas
he had picked up on the way from companions
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in the men's hostel, trashy pamphlets, and chance
reading. Without meaning to, he has described in
Mein Kampf how his emotional attitudes gradually began to become political and assume the
outlines of an increasingly coherent view of the
world. The curiously penetrating effluvium that
continued to characterise this world-view, despite
any influences from without, was indelibly
stamped by its origins and earliest motivations:
a mixture of the vulgar Machiavellianism of the
men's hostel and the hate-complex of an unhappy, humiliated semi-genius.

The Ideologist & Propagandist

H

ITLER'S IDEOLOGY was

and

remained

devoid of all originality. It was an amalgam
of Darwinian, racist, and Pan-German concepts
with certain emotional elements based on
hostility to civilisation. Among them flitted the
shadow of the German Romantics and of
Wagner, Nietzsche, and Paul de Lagarde. To
these, a reflection of the mood of the times, were
added nationalist, restorational, and socialist
ideas. There is not one of the theories current at
the time, including the abstruse ideas of certain
"life-reformers" and "neo-pagans", that failed to
leave some mark, however fleeting, on National
Socialist ideology. "We gathered our ideas from
all the bushes alongside our life's road", Hitler
once declared, "and we no longer know where
they come from."8
In fact his early Weltbild mirrors pretty closely
the ideological repertoire of the Viennese petty
bourgeoisie of the turn of the century. The
theories and slogans which he mixed together to
form his own world-view were drawn from the
catchwords of Georg Ritter von Schonerer's
Pan-German Movement, the demagogy of
Vienna's chief burgomaster, Adolf Lueger (whom
he so much admired), and the hackneyed racial
philosophy of a renegade monk named Adolf
Lanz. Anti-Semitism and anti-socialism were
standard attitudes in the so-called gute Gesellschaft, whose prejudices Hitler, with the outlook
of the lower middle-class man who has sunk into
the proletariat but considers himself something
better, adopted for himself.
The nucleus of the National Socialist worldview which, notwithstanding some later additions,
is made up of these catchwords, has often been

described. According to it, history is the story of
racial struggles. The blond race as the "loftiest
image and likeness of God" is called upon to rule
the world. But it is increasingly menaced by the
inferior mixed races, particularly the Jews, who,
as the great counter-force, threaten to subjugate
and destroy the world. The Press, prostitution
and syphilis, as well as Marxism, parliamentarianism, the big department stores, and cosmopolitanism, and every concept that was or could be
linked in the public mind with a vague sense of
unease, were only camouflaged forms of a world
conspiracy behind which hid the evil, hate-filled
figure of the Eternal Jew out to vitiate the purity
of German blood. War and liquidation on the
one hand, and preservation of the costly chalice
of Nordic blood by means of breeding and
racial hygiene on the other, were not merely an
historic task but, as a fulfilment of the plan of
Creation, possessed the sacred quality of a
divine commandment. "In standing guard against
the Jew I am defending the handiwork of the
Lord.'"
THIS FUNDAMENTALIST IDEA was shot

through with
nationalist, imperialist, and pseudo-socialist
elements. Its horrifying primitiveness, the insouciance with which it offended against reason
and simple observation, in no way detracted from
it in the eyes of the masses. The great majority,
of course, never absorbed the substance of
the National Socialist world-view, apart from
a few emotion-laden slogans, catchwords, and
mysterious-sounding verbal symbols. In fact
National Socialism derived its integrating effect
less from an ideological system than from the
psycho-technical virtuosity with which it gave
direction to feelings of protest and malaise
dictated by the day and the hour. Its originality
lay not in the ideas, which always displayed a
blatantly fictitious character, but in the skill with
which it set scenes and manipulated the masses.
Forests of banners, shouts of Heil, marching
columns, fanfares of trumpets, cones of searchlights, the magic of fires at night—with a wealth of
ingenious inventions it kept the public in a
constant state of emotional exaltation. The
relationship between ideology and propaganda is
nowhere more clearly expressed than in the
repeated statement by contemporary witnesses
that National Socialism was something which
• Hermann Rauschning, Gesprache mit Hitler, was "experienced (erlebt)"—a word that im(Zurich, 1940) p. 41 (English translation, Hitler
mediately excludes any intellectual and critical
Speaks,
London, 1939).
7
approach.
Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 70.
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Looking back, Hitler himself claimed an
extensive political education, stating of his Vienna
days: "I read a great deal and I pondered deeply
over what I read." But he casts doubt on this
assertion by his own comments on the "art of
reading", which was nothing else than the search
for neat phrases that would support his own
prejudices.8 It would be more correct to seek the
really effective impressions of those years not on
the intellectual plane, but on that of political
tactics. Those pages of Mein Kampf that are not
devoted to his political awakening display an
extreme poverty of theoretical thought and do
not contain even an echo of that critical struggle
with the ideas of the time in which he claimed to
have engaged. On the other hand, questions
relating to the organisation of ideas, their use in
mobilising the masses, aroused his almost greedy
interest and first flashes of insight.

in fact, left him profoundly indifferent.
They never meant anything to him but
material with which to incite and conquer the
masses. In keeping with his total disregard of all
spiritual forces, contradictions and inconsistencies in the National Socialist ideology left him
unmoved, so long as they did not impede that
success which he acknowledged as "the sole
arbiter of right and wrong." "Any idea, even the
best", he stated in defence of his utilitarian
thinking, with apodictic imprecision in his style,
"becomes a danger when it imagines it is an end
in itself, whereas in reality it represents merely a
means to such."9 Without a thought, he jettisoned
so-called "granite" principles, as soon as they
stood in the way of tactical considerations.
There was no idea, no article of faith he would
not have been willing at any time to proclaim or
abandon for the sake of gaining power—
determined, as he stated with self-admiring
cynicism to his intimate circle, "to swear six
false oaths a day." What looked like fanaticism
for a cause was almost always merely vehemence
in method or purposeless rhetorical excess.
This can be demonstrated in respect of every
supposed ideological demand. Thus, for example,
Hitler's behaviour over the question of the

I
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' Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 36 ff.
*l f Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 234.
Martin Broszat, Der Nationalsozialismus (Stuttgart,
1960), p. 34.
11
Hermann Rauschning, Gesprdche, p. 219 ff.
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South Tyrol was a disavowal of his nationalist
protestations, the alliance with Japan contradicted his racial policy, and his tactics with regard
to the entrepreneurial class ran counter to his
politico-economic programme. Hitler never felt
under any obligation either to his early articles of
faith or (in spite of the Party's name) to its
socialist ideas which were in any case very
vaguely formulated. In no way did he see the
Worker as the revolutionary type of the future;
he was merely the most backward, most limited,
most ready to resort to force and for that very
reason the most malleable material for ambitious
political ends. "The ideas of our programme", he
once declared in a speech, "do not oblige us to
behave like fools." In view of his supreme disloyalty towards programmes and principles, a
few staunchly nationalist rivals even tried during
the Party's formative period to prove to Hitler
that "in reality he was not an anti-Semite at all
and in the long run would abandon the whole
preceding anti-Semitic programme of the NSDAP
if it were a question of picking up votes... ." 10
The suspicion was erroneous but extremely
revealing and an indication that even Hitler's
anti-Semitism had its tactical aspect. Thus he
remarked on occason that he was naturally aware
that the racial theory was scientifically untenable;
nevertheless the concept of Race was useful as a
means of displacing that of the Nation. Elsewhere
he commented that if the Jew did not exist it
would be necessary to invent him.11

H

P A T H was marked from the
beginning by the utilisation of ideological
elements in their classical function, that is to say
for the purpose of obscuring or veiling the techniques of domination being put into practice.
Thus he called upon ideological motives to
explain why in 1913, after a phase of brooding
inaction and wild day-dreams, he left Vienna.
"The huge city seemed to me like the embodiment
of blood-defilement." He also invoked his longing
"to share in the joy, to be on the spot and active
at the place where my heart's most burning
desire must find fulfilment: the union of my
beloved homeland with our common fatherland,
the German Reich."
In actual fact, as is proved beyond any doubt
by the subsequent discovery of his military papers,
Hitler left Austria to dodge the draft. The
whimpering letter he wrote to the "Magistral
ITLER'S
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Linz Dept. II", after being finally tracked down,
reveals that in Munich too he remained true to
the idling style of life of his Vienna years.12
He earned an insecure living by the occasional
sale of sketches or small watercolours, clung
apathetically to dreams of a glorious career,
abandoned himself to self-pity and hoped
despairingly for a sudden change of scene, a
miraculous turn of events.
His hope was not deceived. There exists a
chance snapshot taken on 1 August 1914 showing
Hitler, during the proclamation of a state of war,
among the enthusiastic crowd in the Munich
Odeonsplatz. It seems one can clearly see in his
features the signs of that ecstatic excitement
which he relates having felt on that day: "For
me those hours came as a deliverance from the
distress that had weighed upon me during the
days of my youth. I am not ashamed to acknowledge today that I sank down upon my knees and
thanked heaven from the fullness of my
heart. . . . " " Against all expectation, this war
afforded him the possibility of escaping from the
problems of a life he had failed to master and
fleeing from the loneliness of the years just past
into the security of a structured community. For
the first time in his life he had work to do, could
feel solidarity with others, and could identify himself with the prestige of mighty and fear-inspiring
institutions.
The war—with its freedom and the power to
act outside the law which life at the front conferred on each individual, the experiences of
battle and "the storm of steel", and of living in a
community of men—all this supplemented and
intensified the formative experiences of the exinmate of the men's hostel. He saw his vulgar
maxims endorsed and, at the same time, his selfesteem received its first objective substantiation.
Not for another four years, with the end of the
War, was the fearless and bemedalled volunteer
Adolf Hitler faced with the one thing he had
obviously feared above all others: the threatening
return to the terrors of normality. The outburst
of despair with which he greeted the news of
Germany's defeat was prompted not so much by
a sense of national disaster as by private panic.

12
The letter is printed in Franz Jetzinger, Hitters
Jugend
(Vienna, 1956), p. 262 ff.
13
Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 177.
14
Karl Dietrich Bracher, Adolf Hitler (Berne/
Munich/Vienna 1964), p. 12.

The Politician

T

HE HIGHLY EMOTIONAL ACCOUNT of his

decision to become a politician with which
Hitler concludes the chapter of Mein Kampf
dealing with the revolution of November 1918
shows it, in fact, to have been a last resort. The
way it happened confirms the view that all great
personal "decisions" in Hitler's life were exclusively acts of avoidance, flight reactions—from
leaving school and making his way to Vienna,
through the War and his first steps into politics,
to the second war and the helplessly prolonged
collapse. 14 Contrary to the popular image of the
energetic and decisive leader, all the evidence we
have unanimously stresses Hitler's unusual
irrresoluteness, his tendency to allow developments to be governed by the working of chance
forces and to compel himself to make a decision
only when circumstances or opponents left him
no choice. What he called Schicksal (Destiny) or
Vorsehung (Providence) was nothing but the
rationalisation of his unwillingness to reach
decisions.
Every step taken by the returning soldier was
dictated by the wish to escape from the duty and
order demanded by the hated bourgeois world,
and the same wish gradually led the special duty
V-Mann from the Bavarian Reichswehr Group
Commando 4 and so-called Aufklarungsredner
(information officer) into the back alleys of
Bavarian politics. Politics to him were the trade
of the man who had no trade and wanted none.
He drifted aimlessly, and gained his first psychological and rhetorical experience. He read the
helpless resentment in the faces of the returning
soldiers, who saw themselves cheated of everything that had given substance and greatness to
their youth—the sacrifices, the heroism, the
confidence—and he offered clearly-defined
enemies for their blind and aimless anger.
November criminals, the Jewish-Marxist world
plot, national dishonour, das System, the
Versailles disgrace, Juda, stab-in-the-back (Dolchstoss)—these were the topical slogans that spiced
his first essays in public speaking.
A series of coincidences, which once more
found him in a passive and irresolute posture,
finally led him (in September 1919) to enrol in
an insignificant popular group, the German
Workers Party. He himself has described his
hesitations before deciding, half ill-humoured,
and half amused but above all because he lacked
any sense of direction, to attend a few meetings
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of the philistine "squares" (Spiesservereine). Not a
party in the narrower sense, but rather an example
of the mixture of secret society and drinking club
typical of the Munich of those years, it met in the
back-rooms of local taverns until Hitler began to
bring it before the public. October 16th, 1919 was
as decisive for the party as it was for its new
member. At its first public meeting, before an
audience of one hundred and eleven, Hitler was
the second speaker of the evening. The longsuppressed emotions poured out in a torrent of
words. Breaking through the lack of verbal and
personal contact of the last few years, he piled
sentence upon sentence, fantasy upon insane
fantasy, accusation upon accusation. "After
thirty minutes the people in the little room were
electrified", while Hitler happily abandoned
himself to the overwhelming discovery: "I could
make a good speech!"15

book to achieve the only passages in which it
flows freely. It was from these meetings, for which
he hungered with ever-increasing greed, that this
man who found it so difficult to make contact
with others derived his substitute gratifications.
The rhetorical outbursts with their ecstatic selfliberation alone offered him a way out of the
monstrous narrowness and restriction of his
being. "When he was not speaking," as Herbert
Luethy once said, "he relapsed into his brooding
twilight state: abandoned by his daemon, incapable of decision or action and sunk within
himself—post coitum triste." 1?

BOTH AS A WRITER AND IN PRIVATE INTERCOURSE

he invariably slipped into a monologue, ignoring
the rules of rational argument and recognising
only listeners or prompters. Even Mussolini,
during his state visit of 1937, had to learn this
when Hitler followed a meal by speaking without
THIS WAS THE BREAKTHROUGH to himself,
interruption for an hour-and-a-half to his visibly
the great release, the liberating significance
suffering guest, giving him no chance to get a
of which still left its imprint on the tone of
word in edgeways. This experience was shared by
his recollection of that evening. Before, or at
many, especially the members of his intimate
least alongside, all political passion, it was the
circle during the War, who had to put up with
longing for self-confirmation that henceforth
endless diatribes lasting into the small hours on
drove him again and again on to the speaker's
art, philosophy, race, strategy, technology, or
platform in search of what he had once exhistory. Desperately fighting back their exhausperienced there with an orgiastic sense of fulfiltion, they forced themselves into an attitude of
ment. Eye-witnesses and early companions have
unresisting respect.
stressed the unremarkable appearance of Hitler
"I talked, talked and talked again"—this was
in those years, his lack of sparkle and his rather
how he once explained the secret of his rise to
tedious triviality. Only when he stepped into the
power. In fact, even after he had seized power, it
ever denser cordons, strode between tempestuous
took constant rhetorical recharging of people's
walls of people, lonely, withdrawn, but ready like
emotions to maintain his domination una medium to be filled and borne aloft by the
diminished. But Hitler himself proved in a very
energy expressed in the masses' yell of anticipapersonal, almost constitutional sense dependent
tion, did he seem to acquire another, irresistible
upon these oratorical exercises also. During the
identity. He himself stated that in the presence of
War, when he exchanged the role of demagogue
1
cheering crowds he became "another person." *
for that of field-marshal, this resulted in a
One glance into his confession, Mein Kampf,
lowering not only of his power over the minds of
is enough to disclose the origin of his transothers, but also, hand in hand with this, of his
formation. It was no mere metaphor when
own vitality. The rhetorical excesses that had
he compared the masses to "woman" (dem
accompanied his path, from his first appearances
Weibe); rather, the idea of the masses aroused in
in the Munich beer halls to the exhausted efforts
him an entirely erotic ardour, and revealingly it
of the final years, never served merely to arouse
helped the halting, rigidly cramped style of the
the energies of others but also to stimulate his
own. During the last phase of the War he complained in one of his depressive moods that he
16
Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 390 ff.
would
probably never again in his life be able to
" Quoted in Koniad Heiden, Adolf Hitler (Zurich,
1936-37) Vol. 1, p. 335.
make a great speech: the idea of the end in a
"Herbert Luethy, "Der Hihrer personlich" in
Nach dem Vntergang des Abendlandes (Cologne, general sense was linked in his mind with the
idea of the end of his career as an orator.
1964), p. 128.
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The Orator
MONG THE FACTORS which led to Hitler's

£
success, the compulsive power of his oratory far surpassed all others, whether his tactical,
statesman-like or even military abilities, whose
comparatively narrow limits were temporarily
concealed by the successes that a policy of
audacious disregard for all rules can count upon
for a time.
The intimate, smoke-laden atmosphere of
Munich beer-halls saw the beginning of the skill
which reached its zenith in the triumphal mass
proclamations of the Nuremberg party rallies.
With unfailing instinct Hitler could adapt to the
moods, desires, and prejudices of an audience
that was initially often sceptical, hostile, or
amused, bringing about those feelings of contact
that enabled him to attract a growing following.
His trail was marked by an unbroken chain of
conversions. People from every walk of life,
every level of education, joined the ranks; no one
seemed to be excepted, not even the French
ambassador who, faced with the demagogic
effectiveness of Hitler's oratory, confessed that
"over and over again [he] became for a few
minutes a convinced National Socialist... ." 1 8
Defeat, inflation and the world economic
crisis brought Hitler, above all, the members of
the traditionally nationalistic, economically
particularly hard-hit and mentally-disoriented
middle classes who were drawn by the radicality
of his slogans and felt their deepest needs understood. Whereas the Party programme, proclaimed
in February 1920, sought to exploit the potential
of all available hostilities, Hitler directed his
ever more canny rhetorical art towards confusing
the masses and giving political shape to their
irrational desires, celebrating force as the remedy
for difficult life situations and setting himself up
as a saviour. Descending slowly by airplane
above thousands of waiting people, far-off in the
white searchlights seeking the first words and
finally, a gesticulating phantom, bringing his
audience to the melting point of mindless
intoxication—this was how he acquired the
features of that leader who, since time immemorial, has been in German political mythology the focus and crystallisation point for virulent
feelings of dissatisfaction with reality.

29

CONTRARY TO APPEARANCES, Hitler's manner of

addressing the masses did not spring from
spontaneous inspiration but was the product of a
very carefully thought-out method, in which
nothing was considered unimportant or left to
chance. The size of the gathering, the time of day,
the composition of the audience, the artificial
delay in the speaker's appearance while the crowd
was whipped into a frenzy by the hoisting of
banners, the playing of military music and shouts
of Heil, until the speaker suddenly emerged
before an audience made hungry by waiting and
prepared for a collective ecstasy—all this was
calculated down to the last detail. In keeping with
the maxim that "only a crowd rendered fanatical
can be led", the speech itself was aimed at
achieving those effects most apt to produce
fanaticism. The rousing slogans of indignation,
the consciously primitive apportioning of blame,
the systematic intensification of emotion, the
pitch as well as the gestures carefully studied in
advance with the aid of photographs—all this
resulted in what Hitler described as "a tactic
worked out to take precise account of human
weaknesses, which was bound to lead with
almost mathematical certainty to success."19

Walter Benjamin once remarked that Fascism
merely gives the masses some outlets, but never
their rights. Yet it seems that under certain
circumstances the masses are content with an
outlet. In Hitler first the hopelessly divided Right,
and finally also the unpolitical Biirgertum, found
an uncontested leader and therewith hopes,
enemies, and orders to obey. He permitted them
to equate their consciousness of undeserved
national impotence and social degradation with a
supposed elemental force, and by giving expression to this force to feel that they had overcome
their helplessness.
Carried along by the enthusiasm of increasingly
large crowds, Hitler talked his way to power;
and it was above all with the weapon of oratory
that he established and secured this power. Only in
the pomp and circumstance of mass ecstasies,
which the regime organised to increasing perfection, did it achieve its own identity. Constantly
threatened from within by apathy, in order to
assert itself it needed these ever-renewed frenzies,
a permanent mood of intoxication or at least the
expectation of spectacular events.
Its greatness rested on unstable foundations;
18
Robert Coulondre, Von Moskau nach Berlin, its support depended upon manipulation. Hence
1936—1939: Erinnerungen desfranzosischen Botschafters
the breathless restlessness with which, like a drug
(Bonn,
1950), p. 473.
19
Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 45 ff.
addict, it incessantly gave itself over to new
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adventures and, above and beyond its enemies of
the initial phase of the War, constantly found
fresh adversaries, created new fronts, discovered
new aims, opened new theatres of war—until
finally it was destroyed by its own laws and
nature.

The Tactician

H

ITLER SEIZED POWER in the course of

two assaults employing different tactics,
different means, and finally achieving a different
success. The first attempt, which led to the
abortive putsch of 9 November 1923, was clearly
carried out in an extremely amateurish manner.
This is shown not only by the actual course of
events, which combines elements of farce with
those of cops-and-robbers, or by the grotesque
misjudgment of reality and possibility on the part
of Hitler and his accomplices, but above all by
the bizarre nature of the motivation, in which
reactionary protest, nationalistic bigotry and a
Bavarian sense of mission were aggressively intermingled. The uprising had no coherent political
outlook or tactical plan, although the battle-cry
"Ordnungszelle Bayern" and the call to a "Marsch
nach Berlin" sought to feign both.
Lack of planning and a provincial indigence of
thought brought the undertaking to an ignominious conclusion, although the legend later
religiously embellished it. Moreover, Hitler
learned a lesson from the round of gunfire with
which a cordon of police broke up the column of
demonstrators by the Munich Feldherrnhalle.
The way in which he took it to heart and drew
from defeat a theoretical and tactical moral for
his future career showed insight, undoctrinaire
imagination, and political shrewdness.
Hitler himself later came to regard the abortive
uprising of November 1923 and the subsequent
trial, which cost him about one year's confinement
in the Landsberg fortress, as "perhaps the greatest
piece of good fortune in my life." In fact the trial
became the decisive turning-point in his selfknowledge and hence in his career. In his closing
speech before the Munich Volksgericht Court,
which was both tactically and rhetorically brilliant, he took all the blame for the unsuccessful
enterprise upon himself, at the same time
justifying his behaviour in the name of a higher
patriotic and historical duty. In order to dissociate
himself from the wretched efforts of the highlyplaced individuals accused with him—with

LudendorfF and von Kahr at their head—and to
disclaim intimate involvement in the plot that
had nevertheless been conspiratorially discussed
between them for months, he challengingly proclaimed his new-found sense of mission. From
that day forth he acknowledged no superior, from
then on he no longer saw himself as a "drummer
(Trommler)" and forerunner, but as himself the
saviour, the Fiihrer.
This experience afforded him at once the
impulse and the point of departure for the struggle
for power which he then embarked upon under
entirely new conditions. To be sure, at his first
attempt he had borne in mind Lueger's teaching
that a politician must devote his attention, on the
one hand, to winning the support of those strata
of a population whose existence was most
seriously threatened and, on the other, to gaining
the good-will of influential circles and institutions. This is evident from his speeches and also
from the many contacts he established with
nationalistically-inclined people of importance in
Munich (for the most part in the salons of rather
motherly women friends, who rallied around him
with belated resolution). But, as he now recognised, not only was the attempt to prepare the
ground for conflict with the power of the state on
a purely Bavarian plane doomed to failure, but
so was the whole idea of a solution through
Konflikt. His decisive realisation was that the
concept of grasping state power by means of a
violent coup was erroneous and that only
legalistic tactics promised success. This certainly
did not mean that in future Hitler was prepared
to be limited in his struggle for power by the
terms of the Constitution. All it meant was that
he would avoid facing the gun barrels of state
power, which had once been aimed at him, until
he had those same guns at his command. "It will
take longer, to be sure", he cynically declared,
"to outvote our opponents than to outshoot them,
but in the end their own Constitution will give us
success."20

Hitler adhered
strictly to this principle, although as political and
economic conditions became more stable it
considerably hampered his progress. Even when
the world crisis drove the masses to him again,
he defended his chosen path against every
impatient revolt in his own ranks, preferring to
undermine the Constitution rather than over20
Quoted in Kurt Liidecke, / Knew Hitler (London, power it. At the same time German elections,
which took place at ever shorter intervals,
1938), p. 217 ff.
IN THE YEARS THAT FOLLOWED,
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enabled him to make strident use of his demagogic virtuosity and base his claim to power upon
a growing number of votes. Even during a
setback shortly before achieving his goal—while
stifling the nervous vacillation of those around
him with tears and threats of suicide—he stuck
steadfastly to his tactical line. He put his trust in
chance, which had so often come to his aid in
the past, in the weakness and helplessness of his
adversaries and in his own strength.
This idea, audacious and self-confident as it
was, brought him to his goal on 30 January 1933.
During the first months of his Chancellorship he
also made it the basis of his conquest of internal
German political power, and finally he guided
his foreign policy by it. Throughout, he endeavoured to maintain the appearance of legality,
always accompanying revolutionary or imperialist
coups with assurances of his respect for law and
order and his love of peace. Time after time, he was
helped by chance, genuine or feigned strength, and
the uncertainty of his opponents. As Chancellor,
he quickly outmanoeuvred all his adversaries in
a coalition cabinet with only three National
Socialist members; and in foreign politics, too,
he succeeded for a long time in achieving his
aims without opposition. True, in both cases lies,
blackmail, and broken promises prepared the
ground. But in both cases his success rested
ultimately upon the inability of his opponents to
make up their minds whether to counter his
dynamism with cautious concessions or vigorous
rebuff. All of them finally chose what their illusions prompted them to choose.
He did not abandon the principle that had
served him so well, until, spoiled by fortune, he
began ever more recklessly to provoke military
entanglements. It was his view that war, as he
once said, was "a faithful copy of conditions
during the period of the struggle for power".
In fact, however, he had himself destroyed this
parallel and in 1939 he repeated his mistake of
November 1923. There is some reason to believe
that his tactic of feigning a desire for peace and
combining "unconditional demands" with gestures of apparent flexibility, would have gained
him at least some of even his most far-reaching
aims. But, corrupted by the feeling of his invincibility, dazzled by success, he abandoned his
stated principle and, throwing all his own
experiences (and other people's warnings) to the
winds, reverted to the solution of the "putsch".
And once more, as at the first attempt, but on a
horrifyingly greater scale, he came to grief.

31

The Charismatic Adventurer
to take risks was not
based merely on Germany's military preparedness, which he knew far surpassed that of
any conceivable individual adversary; much more
to the point was the fact that the nation now
seemed to him to have been brought close enough
to that unity in thought and feeling, transparently symbolised in the sworn partnership
between leader and people, to stand up to a
military conflict.
Even if the rather depressed mood of the
country during the first days of war cast doubt
on this belief, the rdgime was nevertheless able,
in general, to count on the approval and, right
up to the collapse, on at least the practical loyalty
of the German people. Unquestionably, right
from the start, the regime had to employ far less
force than a belated resistance might lead one to
suppose. Even Hitler's nomination appeared to
the public not as a cabinet change on the familiar
pattern, but, entirely in keeping with the regime's
propaganda, as the revolutionary introduction of
a new era. A wave of confidence, soon to become
enthusiasm, lifted and carried those for so long
dominated by feelings of depression, and let loose
an irresistibly spreading urge to put their faith in

H

ITLER'S READINESS

the "Fiihrer".

For once again Hitler was undisputedly the
dominant reference point of events. In his hands
lay not only tactical control of the process of
conquest that was set in motion the very day
after the so-called assumption of power and
stroke by stroke, within twenty months, prised
open all the key positions. It was also due to his
charisma—unfolded with stunning success before
an effective backcloth—that the regime, quite
apart from its power, won over an unprecedented
majority of the German people. The enthusiasm
aroused by the new leadership was, of course,
mingled with an element of uncertainty, or even
anxiety, which was consciously exploited. Here
was displayed once again the principle of the dual
approach so typical of Hitler's psychological
method of overcoming opposition. Just as he
quickly concealed every breach of the law or the
Constitution behind a smokescreen of protestations of respect for legality, so he never used
force unaccompanied by the expression of
scruples, and always alternated threats and acts
intended to terrorise his opponents with poses
showing him as a jovial friend of the people and
little animals.
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The fraudulent cosiness of these genre selfportraits never failed in their effect, and they
went far towards deceiving the judgment of the
age—which was in any case in confusion over
its moral categories—as to the character of the
regime. In addition, doubts were calmed by the
decisiveness with which it eliminated the
"authority vacuum" of the preceding years, helped
the nation to regain self-confidence, and bestowed
Ordnung upon an order-loving people. It was
helped further by the economic upsurge that
corresponded so convincingly with the accession
of the new men to power. Such worries as remained were gradually undermined and swept
away by an efficient propaganda; the rest found
expression merely in dissatisfied mutterings that
led to no action. Never in its history—despite all
legends that sprang up later—did the German
nation feel so much at one with itself, and, at
least in the exuberance of the first phase, it owed
to the new regime the experience of an almost
classless society. The phenomenon which an
apologetic or re-education-motivated historiography later described as "the Resistance" to
Hitler never, strictly speaking, existed. The very
hopelessness of the isolated acts of purely individual resistance, which did in fact take place,
is evidence of the total support enjoyed by the
regime.
Tightly organised as the Hitler regime appeared
on the surface, however, it was chaotic and
confused when looked at more closely. This was
an expression of one of the basic principles of
totalitarian rule: the maxim that all authority
should be unreliable. For the intentional imprecision in delimiting authority serves not merely
to put the individual citizen in a state of extreme
uncertainty, but at the same time creates powercomplexes on every level that use up so much of
their energy in conflicting rivalry that the highest
pinnacle of government is in no danger. In
addition, however, this confusion mirrors the
origin of the leading men of the regime in the
politicised metropolitan bohemia.
Hitler himself, after the hectically swift process
of seizing power had been completed, reverted to
his idle ways of the past. After only a short time,
he refused to carry out the administrative duties
of the Chancellorship. In keeping with the phrase
used by the 18-year-old, he rejected everything
about it that amounted to a "bread-and-butter
21
Johann Recktenwald, Woran hat Hitler gelitten?
(Munich, 1963).

trade." He soon tried to avoid the pressure of
official duties by long absences from Berlin.
Aimlessly he frittered away his days on whatever
passing fancy happened to be occupying him.
Almost every evening he would sit, dull and
exhausted from doing nothing, in his private
cinema, preferring undemanding drawing-room
comedies with flat jokes and sentimental happy
endings. It may have seemed to him that his early
dreams linked with the purchase of a Viennese
lottery ticket had come true after all, except that
the level of aristocratic vagrancy far surpassed all
his visions of those days. Only occasionally
did he break out of his leaden inactivity into
manic restlessness. The impression of breathless
effort he created arose from these phases of
sudden frantic activity.
The attempts at whitewashing made by the
Nazi regime's leading accomplices repeatedly
make reference to Hitler's gradual evolution to
evil. The popular version of this argument praises
the Autobahns and the "Strength through Joy"
trips to Teneriffe, the order that reigned throughout the country, and the respect Hitler enjoyed
abroad. According to this formula, Hitler went
off the rails in 1938, contradicting all that had
gone before, reacting "pathologically",21 and
risking not merely the material but also the moral
existence of a regime which till then had been
efficient even if strict. Seen from this viewpoint,
the War appears merely as an avoidable error,
and the extermination of the Jews, for example,
as an act of stupidity that came out of the blue.
In fact, however, war, the persecution of minorities, and genocide were not absurdities in which
the regime became untrue to itself. They were
its logical consequence and inseparable from the
efficient manner in which it created order inside
the country. The moulding of society into a
totally directable unit was meaningful only in
terms of expansionist aims. Only in war and
extermination did the regime fully realise itself.

Man of His Word
N A MANNER UNPARALLELED by any other
statesman in history, Hitler revealed in writing
exactly what he was inexorably aiming for through
all detours, tactical alliances, vows of peace and
apparent contradictions. Only the exaggerated
tone of his statements prevented the world from
taking seriously what was, in fact, meant absolutely literally. To the end, he remained bound
to his early fixations, reconciled by neither success

I
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nor responsibility. A comparison between Mein
Kampfand the Tischgesprache, the two documents
that mark the beginning and end of his career,
emphatically confirms his own statement that his
view of the world had not changed since his
Vienna days.
The idea of expansion to the East, the "great
Germanic March", remained the leit-motiv of
Hitler's life. Here he sought to acquire those vast
areas of land that would give weight and substance to the demand for world power. With
apocalyptic inflexibility, committing the mass
murder of whole nations and races, he launched
that process of biological "stable-cleansing" of
all alien "scum" as he called it,2a that was to
constitute the first stage in the Germanisation of
Eastern Europe. The area was to be racially
developed and imperially safeguarded by a system
of airstrips, military installations, and defensive
villages. In contrast to the new human type that
was to be bred in the "seedbed of German blood
(Pflanzgarten germanischen Blutes)" stood the
"labouring people", who were consciously to be
kept in a state of ignorance, poverty, and
degradation.
As early as summer 1942 Hitler issued instructions to foster abortion in the occupied Eastern
zone, to abolish all health care, and to spread a
universal slave mentality. At about the same time
he began to work out his ideas for stepping up
the birthrate in Germany, in which the coarse
triviality of small-animal breeders is horrifyingly
transferred to the human world. New marriage
laws were to make possible bigamy, the compulsory dissolution of childless marriages, and the
compulsory marriage of childless women; a
breeding points system was to facilitate the
coupling of racially valuable individuals and,
through "favourable combinations of seeds", to
produce nothing less than "Nietzsche's Vbermensch by means of breeding." With no feeling
for other people's demands for life and happiness,
destinies were dictated, national groups resettled, "bastard peoples" stamped out, "fishing
expeditions" launched into neighbouring states
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Henry Picker, Hitlers Tischgesprache im FUhrer-

hauptquartier (Stuttgart, 1965), p. 387, where Hitler
announces the application of this process to the
"German living space," using the assassination of
Reinhard Heydrich as a pretext. (English edition:
Hitler's Table Talk, ed. H. R. Trevor-Roper, 1953.)
" See in this connection Joachim Fest, Das Gesicht
des Dritten Reiches (Munich, 1963), p. 367 ff. (English
translation, The Face of the Third Reich, London,
1970).
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in order to catch blonde, fair-skinned human
material useful for "expanding the foundation of
German blood."23
These "glimpses through the side doors into
Paradise", which to begin with were reserved for
Hitler's most intimate circle, reveal a depressing
prospect: a world picture drawn from Dreigroschenhefte, from penny dreadfuls enveloped in
the obscene ideological stench of the back streets.
In the background, not far away and in embryo
actually put into practice, rose the vision of a
Greater German Empire with the world capital
Germania, whose monstrous backdrops exceeded
all human measure and accurately mirrored the
rdgime's urge to impress. And the whole of this
vast empire, from the North Cape to the Black
Sea, was covered with a dense system of strongpoints, garrisons, camps and watch-towers,
within whose protection a master race—proud,
valiant, and lustful—pursued its murderous blood
cult and the breeding of the Aryan god-man.
In truth, only respect for the victims sacrificed to
this desolate idyll silences mockery and freezes
laughter.
There is, in my view, reason to believe that
this vision constituted the innermost kernel of
Hitler's faith. Even in the political testament
which he wrote immediately before his death, he
returned in a flood of words to the theme of
racial self-assertion that was the drab and silly
fixation-point of his life. Failed as a statesman,
defeated as a general, in the midst of a collapse
he himself had brought about, he wished at least
to make his exit, unrefuted, as an ideologist.
N FACT NO SPECIAL refutation

was required. With
the end of the power that had supported it, the
National Socialist ideology itself passed away.
Its abrupt disappearance almost without trace
demonstrated once more how little it was the
determining idea of the epoch and how much
it was the alibi of a personal will to power.
Nevertheless, in view of the literally murderous
approval Hitler's world-view enjoyed, he cannot
be said to have stood in opposition to his epoch.
Hitler's long-lasting power of attraction sprang
precisely from the fact that he was able, with a
mediumistic instinct, to capture latent states of
mind and unite his demands with the conditions
of the historical moment. Wherever and so long
as he succeeded in doing this, he was virtually
irresistible.
Yet he did not represent a moving idea of the
age, but rather its fears, feelings of panic and
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Joachim Fest

defence complexes, and at the same time something of the trashy character of the epoch. The
true revolutionary figures of history have all
drawn their effectiveness from a unifying idea, a
new notion of happiness that stirred the public
imagination. National Socialism remained destitute of any Utopia, even if it constructed over its
negative attitudes visions of the future that gave
the frightened masses illusory feelings of power.
It formulated no promise of bliss, but merely of
advantage. Its spokesmen did not want to make
revolutionary changes in the world, but rather to
ensure themselves a favourable place in it. Therefore they set about dissolving all old attachments,
destroying all standards of value and all traditions. In this way, however little it may have been
their intention, they considerably accelerated the
social process. By transferring to it their stormy
dynamism they were revolutionaries, even if
they were revisionists in their thinking. Taking
it all in all, they had very little more to offer in
their ideological reasoning than the objectivisation of a greedy, obviously insatiable obsession
with power.
For after all the enthusiasm, excesses, dynamic
triumphs and coldly executed horrors, this is all
that the astoundingly meagre intellectual basis
for their actions adds up to. Rarely in history
has the exercise of power, the imposition of great
suffering, remained so devoid of justification as
in this case. This lack is the natural distinguishing
feature of a movement that willingly denied its
own theories in its rather futile attempts at selfinterpretation and preferred "pure action" to
the development of a pure doctrine. But this
lack is precisely what marks the judgment history
has passed upon Hitler and his rule.

The Lesson

T

HE PHENOMENON OF HITLER delivered a

severe blow to modern man's view of himself.
Before the platforms on which he committed his
rhetorical excesses the last remnants of an
optimistic vision of mankind, imbued with lofty
emotion, faded into nothingness. He taught that
the mobilisation of millions of followers does not
require a great or rational idea, or even an idea
representative of the epoch. Even if the vision of a
"national socialism" moved no small number of
people at that time, the transparent fashion in
which Hitler exploited this vision for his own
purposes compels us to see that no idea worthy
of the name is required, but merely certain pre-

conditions, in order to arouse enthusiasm and selfsurrender. Then phantasms and insane visions,
of a kind that contradict each other and insult
reason, can accomplish just as much as rational
ideas, so long as they are combined with a
vigorous will to power and the ability to spin
words.
If the events of those years are inconceivable
without the person of Adolf Hitler, they are also
inconceivable without those devoted to him.
When they rose from the collapse into which
they had followed him, Hitler, in a movement
of the general feeling of self-pity, turned from a
Fiihrer to a Verfuhrer, from a leader into a misleader, a seducer. Strictly speaking, however, the
other party to seduction is not so much the victim
as the accomplice; seduction is impossible without at least a secret consent. The emergence and
persistence of totalitarianism in any country
demands a society totally at the disposal of the
regime.
The prerequisites for this availability in the
1920s and '30s of this century were, for numerous
reasons, present to an exceptional degree. Not
only in Germany, but far beyond her borders, the
leadership principle and the belief in force,
nationalistic regression, an emotional upsurge of
youth and militant romanticism gained notable
successes. This is shown not only by the followings
that Hitler, Mussolini, Franco, and many others
were able to mobilise, but also by the ease with
which Hitler, above all, was able to impress
his epoch (and hence even his opponents). A
considerable proportion of his following may
undoubtedly be attributed to his adversaries'
resigned conviction that their own era had come
to an end and that both the future and history
belonged to the other side.
The preconditions for outbreaks of totalitarianism exist almost unaltered today, though
in a different key. They are the concomitants of
highly developed societies that demand to be lied
to about life. The need for secularised faiths and
immature ideological longings—the whole complex of irrational reactions to the admittedly
dark and obscure circumstances governing the
modern world—brings with it the threat of a
sudden reversion to totalitarianism. Even if
Hitler himself came to grief and has been almost
forgotten by a new generation, none of the preconditions for his rise to power have been
eliminated. In this sense, he cannot be said to have
failed; and it is advisable that he should not be
forgotten.
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Possibilities
Essays on the State of the Novel

Malcolm Bradbury
The English novel: is it dead, dying, or about
to be reborn ? Bringing fresh perspectives to
bear on this perennial question, Malcolm
Bradbury deals with the novel's relation to
reality; with the comic mode as practised by a
range of novelists from Fielding and Jane
Austen to Huxley and Waugh; with the
modernist novels of the 1920s and with
those being written today. £3-50
paper covers £1-50 Oxford Paperbacks

Anton Chekhov
and the Lady
With the Dog
Virginia Llewellyn Smith
The role of women in Chekhov's life and the
central theme of his writing - the
relationship between the sexes - have too long
been unrecognized owing to critics'
preoccupation with his 'sociological'
interests. Virginia Llewellyn Smith examines
Chekhov's work from this point of view, with
the result that the writer's creative and
personal natures are more clearly revealed
than ever before. 8 plates £4-50

German Strategy
Against Russia
1939-1941
Barry A. Leach
In the summer of 1941 the Axis powers were
expected to follow up their conquest of the
Balkans and Crete with an offensive to seize
the Suez Canal and the oil of the Middle
East. Why then did Hitler turn the bulk of the
Wehrmacht against Russia? Dr Leach finds
part of the answer in Hitler's determination
to achieve the conquest oiLebensraum, and
part in the divisions within the German High
Command which made an objective study of
the strategic alternatives impossible.
4 plates 7 maps 8 tables £5-50

Man's
Environmental
Predicament
An Introduction to Human Ecology
in Tropical Africa

D.F. Owen
'With the possible exception of man himself,
insects are by far the biggest overall threat to
economic development in tropical Africa',
writes Professor Owen. Agriculturalists,
anthropologists, development planners,
sociologists, and all concerned with Africa
can learn much from this balanced study of
its ecological predicament. 16 plates
10 text figures 27 tables £3-50
paper covers 90p Oxford Paperbacks

South Africa's
Foreign Policy
1947-1970
James Barber
Dr Barber examines South Africa's post-war
foreign policy, emphasizing the close
relationship between domestic and external
affairs and the relative ineffectiveness of
diplomatic pressures. Particular issues are
seen against the growing gulf in attitudes on
racial affairs between white South Africa
and the rest of the international community.
8 plates 2 maps £4-50

The Bases of
International Order
Essays in Honour of C.A.W. Manning

Edited by Alan Jones
States are engaged in complex relations with
each other and must continually
accommodate themselves to far-reaching
changes. In this book, Geoffrey Goodwin,
F. S. Northedge, and the late Martin Wight,
among others, examine various aspects of
the interaction of states.
Frontispiece £3-50
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Arthur Koestler

The Lion & the Ostrich
Ten Years On

T

HE

The responsibility for this tragic failure cannot
be laid on one particular party or social class or
clique, although it used to be fashionable to do
so. In fact, however, the illusion that sweet
reasonableness can be a substitute for defensive
preparedness was shared by the majority of the
nation; and the policy of appeasement was based
on that illusion—although in the Labour Party it
went under the name of pacifism and was wrapped
in anti-Fascist slogans. I recently came across a
moving speech by Clement Attlee, delivered on
11 March 1935 in the House of Commons, in
protest against the Government's proposal of a
modest increase in rearmaments. When he
suggested "disbanding the national armies" as
a bright idea to save peace, he was interrupted
by shouts of "Tell that to Hitler!", which he
calmly brushed aside as irrelevant.
Thus, burying one's head in the sand is not a
privilege of the ruling class. The Old Etonian, we
are told, is on his way out, but the Old Struthonian (from struthio, Latin for ostrich) is still going
strong in all walks of life, in striped trousers or
in overalls, in the board-room or the Trade
Union office. The results need not be stressed.
When the War was over, Britain's prestige in
Europe was at an unprecedented height. In less
than twenty years it had been all but frittered
away. One after the other of the defeated nations
celebrated its economic miracle, while the only
undefeated country steadily moved—to use that
fashionable expression—toward the bottom of
the European economic league; and if we are to
believe the recent predictions of the Hudson
Institute, this trend still continues. It seems that
the ostrich has deprived the lion of his share.

TITLE

needs perhaps
a word of explanation. Ten years
ago, ENCOUNTER in-

vited me to act as a
guest editor for a
special issue devoted to the state
of Britain. The
cover design of that
issue displayed the
familiar coat of
arms but with a
slight difference: the unicorn had been replaced
by an ostrich. The reason for this innovation
was explained in the Preface as follows:
In Greek mythology, a chimera is a monster with a
lion's head, a goat's trunk and a serpent's tail. The
Englishman strikes one as a much more attractive
hybrid between a lion and an ostrich. In times of
emergency he rises magnificently to the occasion.
In between emergencies he buries his head in the
sand with the tranquil conviction that Reality is a
dirty word invented by foreigners. This attitude is
not only soothing, but also guarantees that a new
emergency will soon arise and provide a new opportunity for turning into a lion and rising magnificently
to the occasion. . . .
To dwell on these leonine qualities would be
considered embarrassing and in bad taste. One
may nevertheless be permitted to speculate on
the course history would have taken if, after
Dunkirk, the lion had lost its moral fibre. In all
probability, Europe would still be ruled either by
Gauleiters or by Commissars, its elite purged, its
resisters liquidated, its culture obliterated, its
identity lost.
On the other hand, it seems equally probable
that if the lion's alter ego had not kept its head
buried in the sand during the years from Hitler's
invasion of the Rhineland until well after Munich,
the war could either have been avoided or won
at incomparably smaller cost in human lives—
and without delivering Eastern Europe into the
hands of a rival tyranny.

post-War history looks
when seen through the spectacles of the Continental observer. But naturalised Britons have two
pairs of spectacles which we wear on alternate
days. And when I put on the other pair of glasses
—provided by the National Health Service—a
rather different picture emerges. But this cannot
THIS, AT LEAST, IS HOW
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